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CP GOV CH 8 section 1 Textbook reinterpretation exercise pgs. 354-360 

Directions: complete each of the following sections based on the chapter designated. 

This exercise will be completed based on the section provided and will be a single 

reinterpretation based on the whole section. 

 

1. Part 1  

a. Select a total of Three important individuals, treaties, groups, or events that you 

would regard as significant to The Role of Government. Use either of the 

following criteria to justify each of your selections. 

*choose one of the following methods to describe your answers 

i. Significant events and people are those which have the greatest 

impact, either positive or negative, on our political structure. You 

must show how your selections have made an impact in Politics. 

ii. Significant events and people are those which relate in some way to 

us, in the present, who are being affected by their actions. You must 

show a direct correlation between your selections and how they are 

directly affecting your life today. 

2. Part 2 

a. React to the reading by recording: 

i. 2-3 questions you have about the material that is covered in the 

reading. Make sure your questions are thought provoking and can be 

debatable. 

ii. Reactions you have to the particular events and people (select at least 

one event and one person.) 

iii. Two particular phrases or sentences which you want to remember- 

write down the phrase and explain why you selected it. 

3. Part 3  

a. Describe your feelings to the driving question as you read. How does each section 

help build upon your answer and what parts are still left unresolved. Make sure 

your response is at least one paragraph long (5-6 sentences) and it tells me why? 

i. How does the constitution protect the rights of individuals against 

government? 


